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OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

ABOUT US
Leveraging cutting-edge technology, 

Healthcare Fraud Shield experts have 

spent another successful year developing 

the premier platform for our clients to 

maximize their return on investment by 

minimizing medical costs associated with 

the fraud, waste and abuse themes 

challenging the healthcare industry today.

KEEPING CODING CURRENT

We made system updates to account for the annual 

changes to ICD-10/CPT/HCPCS codes, place of 

service codes, and modifiers. These updates 

included adding to the new code tables, modifying 

alert descriptions, and modifying the configuration of 

alerts to account for any new or deleted codes.

POWER THROUGH PHARMACY 

We added new analytics to our dashboard panels to 

give you more power behind the scenes.  Our 

Schedule II, NDC, and Brand vs. Generic drug 

dashboards were all made interactive through  our 

hyperlinked network.

 

Our Therapeutic Class dashboard enhancements 

ensured you retrieved only the data you needed. 

Selecting a Therapeutic Class category linked you 

back to the NDC Analysis Detail dashboard which led 

to additional data on all members, pharmacies, 

prescribers, or claims in the selected class.



CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

"The on-boarding process for the systems offered has been made so much easier by the 

experts at Healthcare Fraud Shield. Not only are they recognized subject matter experts in 

the healthcare industry, but they deliver as promised. I have seen no other system or suite 

of services with these offerings. This is the best investment for a sustainable, scalable 

solution. They are truly state of the art! Can't wait to see what comes next! "

OUR REACH

- Audit workflow functionality with    

  claim integration from PostShield 

  into CaseShield

- Identifying related members

- Therapeutic Class Dashboard

  

EXPECT EVEN MORE

Your data benefited from the fully-integrated 

analytical platforms of PostShield, RxShield, 

QueryShield, and CaseShield. We've linked your case 

names, IDs, and relationships within one user 

interface so that you effortlessly saw how your data 

interacted. Powerful query tools allowed users to 

build robust reports on claim audits.  We brought the 

ever-popular GeoAnalysis mapping tools to our 

Provider panels so that you could visualize the 

relationship between your members and providers at 

a glance. We supported your unique Customer 

Defined Fields wherever possible to ensure your 

results were meaningful and relevant to your 

business. 

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Articles Written - 9

Industry Presentations - 12+

System Enhancements - 75

Monthly campaigns,  educational 

outreach, and much more.

Conferences Attended - 5

"I can't say enough good things about the Customer Service provided by 

Healthcare Fraud Shield as a company. It doesn't matter who you reach out 

to for help or what kind of help you need, they will find the person who can 

help you and they will do whatever they can to help. They are quick to update 

nearly any client customization we have requested. I've been extremely 

pleased with the FWAShield program overall as well as Healthcare 

Fraud Shield as a company."


